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1. Introduction. In [9] Fédérer proved an integralgeometric formula con-

cerning the integral over the group of isometries of n dimensional Euclidean

space of the k + l — n dimensional Hausdorff measure 77*+I~"[A C\g(B)] of

the intersection of a Hausdorff fc rectifiable subset A with an isometric image

of an / rectifiable subset B, fc + l = n. He also proved an integralgeometric

formula concerning the integral over the space of / dimensional planes E of
Hk+'-"(AnE).

It is natural to seek analogous formulas for subsets of an n dimensional Rie-

mannian manifold X with a transitive group of isometries G ; partial results in

this direction were obtained by Chern [4] and Kurita [20]. It suffices to con-

sider proper submanifolds of class 1.

Let A0,B0 be proper fc,/ dimensional submanifolds of class 1 of X and

A cz A0, B cz B0 be Borel sets. Assume that G acts transitively on the set of

tangent spaces of A0, and of B0, respectively. Let *P be a (left invariant) Haar

measure on G.

Suppose fc + l = n. There exists a constant a depending only upon A0, B0

and *F such that

(*) f Hk+'-"[A r\g(B)] dVg = olH\A)   [ AdH1,
Ja J b

where A is a positive function induced on X by the modular function of G.

a > 0 if and only if for some g e G there exists aeA0C\ g(B0) for which the union

of the tangent space T„(A0) of A0 at a with Ta[g(B0)] spans Ta(X).

Let S be a set of closed / dimensional submanifolds of X such that G acts

transitively on S and if E e S, then G n {g : g(E) = E} is transitive on E. Also

assume that S has a G invariant measure 4>. Then

f 77*+'""04 C\E)d<bE = ßaH\A),
Je

where ß is a positive constant depending on the choice of <P.

Suppose k-Y l = n. Assume G to be compact, dim G = m + n. If the metric

on X is related in a certain way to a bi-invariant metric on G, then
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f H°[A r\g(B)]dHk+l+mg = yHk(A)Hl(B).

If instead of compact G, one has X = R" and G = R" x 0„, then

f   f   H°(An[z+g(B)])dHk + lzd<J>„g = yH\A)H\B),
Jo„Jr"

where <¡?n is a Haar measure on 0„. y is a constant depending only upon A0 and

B0. y>0 if and only if for some geG there exists aeA0(~,g(B0) for which

Ta(A(f) C\ Ta[g(B0)]=0. This theorem is a special case of 11.1 and is closely re-

lated to a result of Freilich [14]. In proving this theorem, Federer's coarea

formula is generalized to give nontrivial results for maps f:X-*Y such that

rankf#(x) < dim Y for x e X.

If X has constant curvature, a and y are independent of A0,B0.

Now suppose k+l¡zn. In [12] Fédérer developed a theory which can be

used to define in a natural manner the intersections of a normal k current with

either the isometric images of a normal I current or the elements of S. One may

therefore seek integralgeometric formulas for normal currents.

In order to define these intersections, a "lifting" map Lm is defined and

studied for fibre bundles Ha having coherently oriented fibres. La is a chainmono-

morphism of the complex of normal currents in the base space into the

complex of normal currents in the bundle space, continuous on N bounded sets.

Suppose X is oriented and has constant curvature, S is a normal k current

in X and T is a normal 1 current in X. Then S ng# (T) is a normal k + I — n

current for almost all geG and there exists a constant ô>0, depending only

upon k, I and T, such that for each bounded Baire k form ep on X and each

bounded Baire I form ip on X,

js^g0(T) (*[*eb A*g~1* W])dVg

CÔS(ep)T(ib)   if k > n/2 or / > n/2,

\b[S(ep)T(\\>) + S(*e/>) T(*i/0] if k = / = n/2.

Now assume that the elements of S are oriented and for E e S G n {g :g#iE) = É}

acts transitively on F. Then S C\E is a normal k+ I — n current for almost

all Eeef, and there exists a constant e > 0, depending only upon k, I and <D,

such that

S O E[*i*ep A *\!/E)]d<&E =  eSiep)

for each bounded Baire k form ep on X. [\//E is the covariant dual of the positively

oriented unit I vector field on E.] These statements are also true for quasi-normal

currents.

I
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A corollary of this theorem generalizes to dimensions less than n a theorem

proved independently by Krickeberg [19] and Fédérer [10]: Suppose k-Y l> n.

A quasi-normal fc current S is normal if and only if

Ji
M[d(Sr\E)]d<J>E< oo,

If G acts transitively on the tangent fc vector field of S, it is shown that for each

Borel subset A of X,

I \Sr\E\\(A)d<i>E = ¿SKA),

where || S |[ is the variation measure of S and X depends upon S and <£. An an-

alogous generalization of (*) is also obtained.

This paper is essentially a revision of the author's Ph.D. thesis [3] ; however,

many of the results have been extended, and some are altogether new.

The author wishes to express his gratitude to Professor Herbert Fédérer for

his constant encouragement and for his suggestions concerning, in particular,

the simplification of several proofs. Thanks are also due to Professor Wendell

H. Fleming for his continued interest.

2. Preliminaries. The purpose of this section is to fix notations and ter-

minology concerning certain well-known concepts; more details may be found

in references such as [23], [21] and [7] regarding measure theory and the theory

of Hausdorff measure, and [17], [5], [28] and [13] regarding differential geom-

etry, Lie groups, differential forms and currents. The notation and terminology

of [12] and [13] will be used in this paper.

2.1. Tangent space. If X is an n dimensional manifold of class 1 and xeX,

then TX(X) is the n dimensional real vector space of tangent vectors of X at x.

2.2. Exterior algebra. For each finite dimensional vector space V and

fc = 0,l,-",dimF,

Ak(V)   and    Ak(V)

ate the associated spaces of fc vectors and fc covectors (contravariant and covar-

iant skewsymmetric tensors of rank fc). Furthermore,

dlraV dimV

A*ao=e Ak(v) and A*oo = e a'oo
k=0 k=0

ate the corresponding exterior algebras, with the exterior multiplication A.

For ve A*(T) and cae A*(J0> œv is the scalar product of c and co.

Each inner product g of V, with the corresponding norm | |, induces inner

products and norms on A*(V) and  A*(P)> a'so denoted by g and I  I; dual
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orthonormal bases for A *(F) and A, *(V) are obtained by exterior multipli-

cation from dual orthonormal bases for Fand /\XCV).

The vector spaces f\k(V) and f\k(V) are also dually paired with respect to

the mass and comass norms |  || defined as follows:

If v e f\ ki V), then | v || = inf { T,ß e B | ß | : B is a finite set of simple k vectors

and v = I.ßeBß}.

If roe f\(V), then ¡co|| = sup{eay.y is a simple k vector and  |y| ;§ 1}.

2.3. Currents. If X is a separable Riemannian manifold of class oo, then

EkiX), NkiX) and IkiX) are respectively the vector spaces of k currents, normal

k currents and integral k currents having compact support in X. DkiX) is the

space of k currents in X, as defined in [6].

Ek(X) is the vector space of differential k forms of class oo on X. DkiX) is the

subspace of EkiX) consisting of all forms having compact support.

TeDk(X) is locally finite if M(TAf)< oo for each feD°(X).

With T is associated the variation measure | T¡   such that for/^0,

\\T\\(f) = sup {T(eP):ePeD\X)   and    \\<p\\Sf}.

T is the unit Baire k vector field on X characterized | TJ| almost everywhere

in X by the condition

T(eb) =  f epfd\\T\\  for ebeD\X).

Tis locally normal if Tand dTare locally finite. Similarly, we define "locally

rectifiable" and "locally integral". NX£C(X) is the space of locally normal cur-

rents in X.

2.4. Differential. Suppose X and yare manifolds of class oo and/:X-> Y.

If xeX, y =f(x) and/is differentiable at x, the differential of f at x is a linear

transformation

f#(x):  Tx(X)-+Ty(Y);

f#(x) can be extended to unique algebra homomorphisms

Uix):   f\*[Tx(X)]-+ A*[r/y)] and/*(*): A*COT]-> ATO*)],

which induces continuous linear transformations

f#:Ek(Y)-+Ek(X)   and   f,:DkiX)-+DkiY).

2.5. Adjoint map. Let F be an n dimensional vector space with inner product

and k S n a nonnegative integer. Choose a unit n vector e and denote by "*"

the linear map   Ai(F)-> /\„-k(V) characterized by

v A *v = \v\2e.
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There is a unique extension of * to  A*(^0 sucn tnat

*co(*v) = oov    for coe Ak(V)>        ve Ak(V)-

If/^n, k+l = n, we AÁV), «A*w#0and (e A'(V), define

v n w = (-1)'|| *v A *w || ~l *(*v A *w) £ Afc+i-„(^)

and

toOf = (-l)'*(*coA*0»       í = fc4-/4-fcL

2.6. Definition. R" is the n dimensional Euclidean space, consisting of all

sequences x = (x1, •••,*") of real numbers, with the metric

n

x-y = 2 x'y'   for x,yeR".
¡ = i

eu---,e„ are the standard orthonormal basis vectors of R".

2.7. Notation.   L„   is   the   Lebesgue   measure   over   R".

a(n) = L„(7Tn{x:|x| < 1}).

2.8. Definition. 77' is the fc dimensional Hausdorff measure. If A is a subset

of a metric space X, then Hk(A) equals the limit, as r->0+, of the infimum of

the sums

2)2"ka(k) (diameter/)*,   feF

corresponding to all countable coverings F of A such that diameter f < r for

feF.
2.9. Remark.   If X = R", then 77" = L„ (see [24]).

If S is a proper fc-submanifold of class 1 of a separable Riemannian manifold X,

then the restriction 77* n S of 77* to S is the "volume element" of S induced

by the metric of X.

If S is oriented, one also denotes by S the current which takes the value jsch

on each cp e Dk(X). It follows that S is the positively oriented unit fc-vector field

tangent to S, and

S(4>) =   f   <pSdHk.

2.10. Remark. If X and Y ate Riemannian manifolds of class 1 and m

= dim X, n = dim Y, then

77m+"(S) = 77m x 77"(S)       for   SczXxY,

but this is not generally true if m < dim X or n < dim y (see [2]).

2.11. Notation. If G is a Lie group, one denotes by La and Ra the left and

right translations of G by a eG. Ad a=L0oR~x. e is the identity element

ofG.
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2.12. Notation. On is the orthogonal group of R"; SO„ is the component

of On containing e.

3>„ is the Haar measure on SO„ for which <b„(SO„) = 1.

2.13. Definition.   If fc, /, n are integers, 0<fc<n,0<Z<n,fc-t-/^n, then

*»•*•<> - ("J' (t+',_„),
y(n, fc, /) = y2(n, fc, /) a(fc) a(/) a(n)-1 a(k + I - n)'1,

(n-Y l)(k + I - n + 1) a(2n + 2)a[2(k + I - n + 1)]

VcC.M)   : (/+l)(jfe+l) a[2(fc4-l)]a[2(Z + l)]

If fc or I equals 0 or n, we define

y(n,k,l) = y2(n,k,l) = yc(n,k,l) = 1.

3. The lifting map. Let G be a Lie group which acts effectively on a compact,

oriented m dimensional Riemannian manifold Y of class oo as a group of orienta-

tion preserving transformations leaving 77m invariant. Assume 77m( Y) = 1, and let

p be the positively oriented unit m form on Y. We consider paracompact fibre

bundles SS of class oo with fibre Y and structure group G. We shall assume for

convenience that the base space and bundle space of SS are Riemannian mani-

folds. Basic information concerning fibre bundles can be found in [26].

3.1. Lemma. Let X and X' be Riemannian manifolds of class oo. If

SeEk(X), TeE,(X'), M(S) < oo and T is rectifiable, then

I S x T|| = I SI x I TI, and (S x T)"* = (S,0) A (0, T)

I S x T]]  almost everywhere in X x X'.

Proof.    From the definition of S x T, we infer that

(S x T)* || S x T¡ = (5,0) A (0, f) | S || x || T\\.

Furthermore,

|| (S(x), 0) A (0, Ti») || Ú I Six) i I f(y) || = 1

for || S || x I T|| almost all (x,y)eX x X'. On the other hand, by [13, 8.16]

there exists a simple Baire / form i// such that M(ip) = 1 and T(ip) = M(T); con-

sequently, iff is a nonnegative Baire function on X', then

M(S)M(TA/) = M(S)TAM) = M(S x TAf)

and thus

l|S||x||T||g||SxT||.
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3.2. Lemma. Let X and X' be Riemannian manifolds of class oo and

g:X -* G, h:X -+ X' be of class oo. Define f:X x 7->A" x Y by

f(x,y) = (h(x),g(x)(y)).

If Te EkiX) and MCT) < oo, then

UCTxY) = h#CT)x Y.

Proof.   We can clearly assume that X = X' and h is the identity map.

Let   p:X x Y->X,   q:X x Y-*Y   be   the   projections   and consider fixed

forms epeE'iX), \peEJCY), i+j = k+m.

UCTx Y)[p*ieb)f,q*iiP)] = Tx 7[p*(0) Mqof)*^)],

and one uses 3.1 to show that this is zero unless j = m. Thus suppose y = m and

\p = np, neE°iY). It is easy to verify that

iqof)*iiP) = Hq*ip) + v,

where Hix, y) = n[g(x)(v)] and v is the sum of terms of the form lev AC with

I e E%X xY),co e p*[EriX)], Çeq*[E'iY)], s<m. Thus

Tx Y[p*ieP) A iq of)*(iP)] = Tx Y[Hp*(<p) A q*ip)],

which is equal to Tiep) Yirp) for constant g and consequently for g of class oo .

3.3. Theorem. Let 36 be a fibre bundle with base space X and bundle space B.

There exists a unique linear map

Lm:E¿X) n {T:MCT) < œ} ̂ E¿B)

such that:

(1) If 3S is the product bundle, B = X x Y, then

LaCT)=Tx Y for TeE¿X).

(2) L is natural with respect to bundle maps.

Proof. Let {Vf.jeJ} be a locally finite open covering of X by coordinate

neighborhoods with a subordinate partition of unity {f} :j e J}. Let p the pro-

jection map of SS.lfjeJ, ep}: VjX T-> p_1(Vf) is a coordinate function associated

with Vj.

If TeEk(X) and MCT) < oo, TA/,- x YeEk+m(Vj x Y). Setting

Tj* = ePJ#(TAfjXY),

we observe that if Lm exists, it is necessary by (1) and (2) that

Lm(T)=  iTj*.
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Thus define Lm(T) = 2¡ e] Tj*. La is clearly linear. One uses 3.2 with X = X', h

equal to the identity map and g replaced by the coordinate transformations g¡¡

to show that Lm(T) is independent of the choice of V¡,fj, cpj. One also uses 3.2

to show that Lis natural with respect to bundle maps. Consequently, Lx is the

desired mapping.

3.4. Remark. Let âS be a fibre bundle with bundle space B. There exists

co e Em(B) such that if c\: Y-* B is an admissible map, then £,*(co) = p.

If x e B, orient the fibre Yx over x so that the restriction of co to Yx is positively

oriented.

3.5. Corollary. Let 38 be a fibre bundle with bundle space B, base space

X and projection p.

(1) If reR, then Lm is continuous on

Ek(X)n{T:M(T)èr}.

(2) Let U be an open subset of B with compact closure such that for some

r>0, Hm(Yxr\lf)> r whenever Yxr\V is not empty. There exist positive

constants c0,Cy such that

c0M[Tnp(U)] = M[L„(T) nU] = CyM[Tnp(U)]

for TeE*(X), M(T) <oo.

(3) SptLi8(T) = p-,(sptT).

(4) Lm: N^(X) -» N%(B) is a chainmap of degree m.

(5) If TeEk(X) and M(T) < oo, then there exists a Baire fc vectorfield v

on B and a positive Baire function h such that

P#(b) [hv(b)] = f 1X6)]    and   Lm(T) (b) = v(b) A Yplb)

for ILM(T)|| almost all beB.

(6) If T is rectifiable, then Lm(T) is rectifiable; furthermore, for 77* almost

all xeX,

&k^(\Lm(T)\\,b) = ®\\\T\\,p(b))

for each beYx. In particular, if T is an oriented manifold of class 1, then

Lm(T) is p~\T) oriented as prescribed in (5).

Proof.   (1) and (3) are immediate from our theorem. (2) follows from 3.1

for product bundles, and the theorem implies the general case.

For the proof of (4), we consider a fixed TeNk(X). By 3.3

La(dT) - dLm(T) =    2 (pjtiTA df3 x Y)
j cJ

=   2 La(TAdf¿ = 0.
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(5) follows from 3.1 and the observation that iff: X-* X' is a diffeomorphism

of class oo, then

/#co = \\f#cf)\\fATy.

The rectifiability of LmCT) follows from (2). As for the second assertion, if

T=hS, where S is a k dimensional oriented submanifold of class 1 and h is a

Baire function, then (6) follows immediately from our theorem. In general, we

use [13, 8.16] to find k currents Ty,T2,--- such that lim^^MCT- T) = 0 and

for each i, T¡ is a finite sum of currents of the form hS with hiy) # 0 only if

yeS and f(v) = ± Siy). Thus by (5), (2) and [13, 8.16(2)], for || LMCT)\ almost
all aeB

1 LÁTTia)|| |0*+m(|LmCT)\\,a)- 0<(|| Tt||,pia))|

=  I LasiTyia)ek+mi\\ LmCT) \\,a)- LmCT)-*ia)®k+mC\ LmCT) \\, a) ||

= 0*+m[|| LmCT- T) ||, a] -> O       as i -> oo

Furthermore, if p(b) = pia) then

0k+m(||LnCT)\\,b) = Qk+mi\\ LmiT)¡,a);

hence, by (2) and [13, 8.16(2)], for || T|| almost all xeX

Qk+mi\\ LmCT) \\,a) = 0*(| rfl.x)   for pia) = x,

and it is easy to obtain the assertion from this.

3.6. Theorem. Let 38 be a fibre bundle with bundle space B, base space X

and projection p. Let P : £*(£) -> F*LY) be the continuous linear map for which

PiS) = i - l)mkp# iS A co)   for SeEk + m(B).

Then:

(1) P o L® is the identity.

(2) Ifyp is a bounded Baire I form on X with l S k, then

P[SAP*0P)] = PiS) Aip for SeEk+miB),

LxiTAip) =L3)iT)Ap*iip)   for TeEkiB).

Proof. Let p':X x Y-+X and q:X x T-+ Y be the projections. Let V¡, f¡

and cpjj e J, be as in the proof of 3.3. To prove (1), we need to verify that

L^T)[p*ixP)Aco] = TixP)

for \peE\X) and TeEkiX), MiT)< co, and for this it suffices by 3.3 to show

that for jeJ

TAf x Y[P'*i<P) A <Pf ico)] = TAfß).
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But by 3.1, TA fi x Y(v) = 0, where v = p'*(i/,) A [q *(ji) - cpf(co)].

The first statement of (2) can be verified directly, and the second follows from 3.3.

3.7. Theorem. Suppose G = Y and 2ñ is a principal fibre bundle with base

space X, bundle space B and projection p. Then if TeEk+m(X), Te imageLm

if and only if M(T) < oo  and

(1) gAT)=±TforgeG;

(2) For I T|| almost all beB, there exists ve Ak[Tb(B)] such that

T(b) = vAYp(b)(b).

Proof. If Te image La,, it follows from 3.3, 3.4(2) and 3.4(5) that T satisfies

(1) and (2).

Suppose TeEk+m(B),M(T) < oo and Tsatisfies(1) and (2). Letp'-.X x G-*X,

q : X x G -» G be the projections. Let V¡, f¡ and c\>¡ be as in the proof of 3.3. Fix

i¡ieE\X). For each j, set T, = <p7l0(TA fjO p). T¡ e Ek+m(X x G) and

y = Q#[Tj A p'#0/0] A A4 is a right invariant finite measure on G. Thus || y | is

a Haar measure on G, and it is not difficult to see that y = CjHmfor some CjsR.

By (2), TAfj o p[p*(i/,) A v] = 0, where v=co- ¿/""VOO; therefore, by 3.6(2)

we have

cj = TAfjOp[p*(i/j)Aco] = P(T)AW);

hence if u e E°(G), then

Tj[p'*W) A q*(up)\ = y(u) = P(T) Afj(^)G(up).

Finally, Af[P(T)] < oo, and it follows from (2) that

Tj = P(T) Af.xG

and from 3.3 that

T=Lm[P(T)].

3.8. Remarks. It is easy to find TeNm+k(B) for which (1) holds but (2)

does not.

With slight modifications, the results of this section hold for fibre bundles

with noncompact fibre. One defines the map P : D+(G)-> D ¿(X) using the form

coQ defined as follows : Choose ScYso that Hm(S) = 1 ; let q, V¡ ,f¡ and cf>j,

j e J, be as in the proof of 3.3, and let

co0= ZfjOptf'q'inlS).
jeJ

For 3.7 to hold, it is necessary to assume in addition that G is unimodular.

4. Intersections of currents. Here the intersection theory for currents in a

connected, oriented, n dimensional homogeneous space X is developed.
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Let G be a connected Lie group of transformations of X which acts transitively

on X, dim G = n 4- m. Fix oeX and define n : G -* X by nig) = g(o). Let %

be the principal fibre bundle with group 7 = n~l(o), bundle space G, base space X

and projection n. Ix = n~l(x) for xe.X\ Write L for L,s.

Assume that 7 is unimodular and oriented and has a left invariant metric;
-*

we also denote by I the left invariant m vectorfield on G whose restriction to I

is I. Let p be the covariant dual off; use p as in 3.8 to define P: D#(G) ->D„LY).

Let X have a Riemannian metric and v be the covariant dual of X. Define

co = 7i#(v) A p, orient G so that co is positively oriented, and assign a metric to

G such that |7| = 1 and n#ig) is an orthogonal projection for geG.Clearly,

| co | = 1. If X has a G-invariant measure, then we may assume v to be such that

the Hausdorff measure Hm+n on G is left invariant; in all cases Hm+n is equiv-

alent to a Haar measure fon G.

fand p are the functions on G x G to G defined by fia,b) = ab-1 and pia,b) = a.

If SeNjiG x G) and j ^ m + n, then for \Y almost all geG,

<S,f,gyeN)°?m-„iGxG)

is the slice of S by f over g as characterized in [12].

4.1. Lemma.    7/u, v are left invariant vector fields on G, then for ia,b)eG x G

(Lbof)#(a,b)(u(a,),v(b)) = adb#(u - v)(bab~x).

Proof. Define / on G by I(x) = x~1. Then f(x,b) = Rb~\x) and f(a,y)

= Lao I(y), hence

(Lbof)#(a,b)(u(a),v(b))= adb#(w)(c) 4- (Lbo LaoI)#(v)(c), c = bab~l.

Furthermore, I#(v)(b~1) = - Rb~1#(e)[v(e)] = -(L^R^1)^)^1), hence

(L¡,o LaoI)t(v)(c) = - adb#(v)(c).

4.2. Lemma. Suppose xeX, geG, k> 0, / > 0, k + I ^ n, ae f\k[Tx(X)]

and ße f\i[Ty(X)], y = g_1(x). Fix aelx and let i: TX(X)-+ Ta(G) be the

transpose of n#(a). Let Tb(G), a = g(b), have the metric for which Lg#(b) is an

isometry. Let

a'  = i(a)A7(a),

ß'  = Lg-\(a)oiog*(y)(ß)AI(b),

and
w e   A*+i-n+m[keniel/#(i!,b)]

be the unique vector for which

ePw   = f#(co)(a,b)AcP[(<z',0)A(0,ß')]
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whenever che Ak+'~"+m[T(a¡b)(G x G)]. Then:

(1) i(*a)AÏ(a) = *i(ot). '
(2) (- l)Mn-k) * [¡(a) A 7(a)] = ¿(*a).

(-ir('+,)¿[*(*a A *g#(y)(ß))'] A 1(a) = *[**' A*Lg#(b)(ß')]
(3)

= i-l)S-1p,ia,b)iw),

where cco(a) = Rb~1# [(co)(a)] andE = (n — l)(k + l — n + m) + n — fc.

Proof. We can assume a and ß to be simple unit vectors. To prove (1), ob-

serve that

co(a)[i(oc) A (/(*«) A 7(a))] = v(x)(a A *a) = 1.

To obtain (2), replace a by *a in (1).

The first equality of (3) follows from (1) and (2). Let A,B be respectively the

k + m,l -Y m dimensional linear subspaces of Ta(G), Tb(G) which contain

cc',ß'. Suppose Ô = dim[A C\Lg#(b)(B)] and choose orthonormal bases

ay,a2,---,ak+m and bub2,-'-,b,+m of A and B, respectively, such that

«i -  Lg#(b)(bi)   for i = l,2,---,<5,

k + m l + m

«' = A  «i>   ß' =A b¡.
i=l (=1

One can easily show that

(a',0)A(0,jS') = (-lf+1*l+m>vAwo,

where *
w0 = 2-"2A Md

1=1

and à k+m l+m

v = 2-s'2   A   (at,-by) A     A    («„0) A     A   (0,-fc,).
1=1 i=a+i i=a+i

From  4.1.  we  infer  that   we   can   assume   ô = k + l — n + m,   and   that

w = (-lf+in"-k)Kw0, where K =f*(co)(a,b)(v), hence

p#(a,b)(w) = 2-i>2(-iy+»("-k)K A a,.
i = l

On the other hand

K   = co(g)[f#(a,b)(v)]

= 2i/2cco(a)\ot'A    A   L^(b)(bt)\,
L       (=«+i J

and using this, one verifies directly that
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A   a. = (-l)'2,/2cK-1*[*a'A*Lf#(«W)],
i=l

s = (I + m)(n — I) + (k + m)(n — k), which completes the proof.

4.3. Definition. Suppose SeNk(X), TeNt(X) and k + I = n. Whenever

<L(S) x L(T),/,g>£N,l0+1!I_„+m(G x G), we define

S ng#(T) = (-l)'Pop#«L(S) x LCT),f,gf),    t = nk + mk + mn.

4.4. Theorem. (1) 7/Sng#(T) exists, then

spt [S n ^(T)] ezz (spt S) n g(spt T).

(2) Lei (7 be an open subset of X having compact closure, and C ezz G be com-

pact. There exists a constant c such that if SeNk(V), TeN¡(V), then

f M[S n g*(T)]d¥g S cM(S)M(T).

(3) For each \peEk+l-"(X) and SeNk(X), TeN,(X), define n(S,T)(g)

= S ng#(T)(\p) whenever Sng#(T) exists. Then

O | Nk(X) x N,(X) O {(S, T) : M(S) + MCT) < oo}

is continuous with respect to weak convergence  in  Nk(X) x N¡(X),  and   in

D0(G).

(4) For ¥ almost all geG, the following are true:

(i)    Sr,g#(T)eNk+l-„(X).

(ii)   For ¡Sng#(T)\\ almost all xeX,

[Sng#(T)T(x) = S(x)f.g#(f)(x).

(iii) If S and T are oriented proper submanifolds of class 1, then

Sng(T) = AUB where A is an orientable k + l — n proper submanifold of

class 1 and Hk+l~"(B) = 0; if A is oriented according to (ii), then A = S n g#CT).

Proof.   (1) follows from 3.5(3) and [12, 3.5].

To prove (2), first choose an open subset F of G having compact closure such

that V is contained in the interior of p(V) and for some r > O^'i/j nV)> r

whenever Ix n V is not empty. Let W= FUC_1F and note that if geC, then

V ezz V n g(W)
and

vng(V)ezzn[vng(W)].

Now observe that by [12, 3.6(4)] and 3.5(2) there exists c0 depending only on

V and C such that
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j M[p#«L(S) X L(T),/,g» n vngiW)]d¥g

=  J M[P#i<LiS) nVx LCT) n WJ, g})]d¥g

S c0MiS)MiT).

Finally, use 3.7 to show that p#i<[LiS) x LCT),f,g»eimageL and apply 3.5(2)

and (1) to infer the existence of Cy > 0 such that the first number is not less

than

cy  JM[Sng#iT)]d¥g.

(3) follows from 3.5(1) and [12, 3.6(6)].

(4)(i) follows from 3.5(4), [12, 3.5] and the definition of P.

Now consider a fixed xeXfor which Six), f[g~1 ix)] and (S x T)"(x,g_I(x))

exist. Choose aelx, and observe that

[L(S) x LCT)] >, b) = cfLÍS)», 0) A (0, L(Tf(b)),   b = g~la.

Furthermore, if w is defined as in 4.2, then it follows as in [12, 3.13(3)] that we

can assume g to be such that

w = <L(S)xL(T),/,g»,b).

On the other hand, by 3.7

S* = (-l)'p#«L(S) x L(T) ,/,£»£ image L

and in view of 3.5(5), we can apply 4.2 to obtain (ii).

As for (iii), 3.5(6), [11, 3.1] and [12, 3.13(3)] imply that we can assume g to be

such that fg = A' and n~x [S (^ gCT)]= A' UB', where n1 [niA')]=A',n''i[niB')]

= B', A' is a proper k + I — n 4- m dimensional submanifold of class 1 of G

oriented according to 4.2 and Hk+l~" + m(B') = 0. Thus A = n(A') is a proper

k + l-n submanifold of class 1, and if we set B = n(B'), then Hk + l~"(B) = 0 by

[9, 3.2]. Finally, we infer from 4.2 and 3.5(6) that if we orient A according to

(ii), then L(A) = A' and consequently P(A') = A by 3.6(1).

4.5. Remarks. 4.4(3) and (4) and [13,7.4] show that the intersections S(~\g#(T)

are intrinsically determined by the action of G and, in particular, are independent

of the metric on X.

In order to be consistent with 4.4, we are led to define

g#(5)nr=(-l)"-",H'Tn?#(5)

whenever Tng#(S)eNk + l_„(X).

If 7 is compact, spt n(S, T) is compact; however, if 7 is not compact, then it

is not always true that n (S, T) e Lr(G). Examples may be found in R2, if we

take G to be the affine group.
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4.6. Corollary. If SeNk(X) and TeNt(X), then:

(1) If k-Y l> n and S Og#(T) exists, then

8[S ng#(T)] = BSng#(T) + (-iy-kS ng#(dT).

(2) IfReNjWandj + Kk-Yl'Zn^henfor'VxV almost all (g,h)e G x G,

[g#(R) ns]nh#(T) = g#(R) n[Snh#(T)].

(3) Whenever c¡> e £' (X), \// e Ej (X), i=k, j^l, i + j = k+l-n,

and Sr\g#(T) exists, then so does

S A 4> ng#(TA </0 = (-iy('+n)[S ng#(T)] A <t> A g~l* (*).

Proof. Since p#«L(S) x L(T),f,g})eimageL by 3.7, (1) follows from

3.5(4), [12, 3.6(1)] and 3.6(1).

For oriented manifolds, (2) follows from 4.5 and 4.4(4), and reference to

[13, 7.4] completes the proof.

One verifies (3) directly from the definition, using the second statement of

3.6(2), [12, 3.6(2)] and the first statement of 3.6(2).

4.7. Corollary. Suppose SeIk(X) and TeIt(X). For almost all geG, the

following are true:

(1) Sng#(T)eIk+l-„(X).

(2) For Hk+l~" almost all xeX, ©*(| S|| ,x) and 0'(|| T¡ ,g~\x)) are

integers with

ek+,-\\\Sng#(T)\\,x) = ek(\\S\\,x)Ql(\\T\\,g-1(x)).

Proof.   (1) follows from 4.4(2) and 4.6(1).

The proof of (2) is similar to that of 3.5(6): The assertion for S = h0Y0, T= hY,

where Y0, Yate fc, I submanifolds of class 1 and h0,h ate Baire functions, follows

from 4.4(4) and (see 4.9) 4.6(3). For the general case, we proceed as in 3.5(6),

using 4.4(4) instead of 3.5(5) and 4.4(2) instead of 3.5(2).

4.8. Remark. If X is not orientable, S ng#(T) cannot be defined. However,

if 7 has a finite number s of components, we can define || S r¡g#(T) || as follows:

If 70 is the component of 7 containing e, then Y= G/70 is orientable and there

exists a covering map a : Y-* X. Let Y have the metric for which a is locally

an isometry. If <W is the bundle with bundle space Y, base space X and fibre 7/70,

then we define

I S ng#(T) I = so-#(\\Ly(S)ng#[Ly(T)]\\).

It is easy to see that this definition is independent of the choice of a.

4.9. Remark. The constructions and results of this section remain valid if

S and T are locally normal.
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Using 4.4(2), we can also define S n g#(T) for S and T quasi-normal (mass

limits of normal currents). S(~\g#(T) is quasi-normal for *P almost all g eG.

The following theorem generalizes 4.4(3). Let QNk(X) denote the set of quasi-

normal fc currents in X.

4.10. Theorem.   Suppose cj> e E' (X) and i// e EJ (X).

(1) Suppose i+j = k + l^n. If SeQNk(X) and TeQN,(X), define

F(S,T)(g) =sng#(T)[^g-"(ffl

whenever Sng#(T) exists. Then

F | QNk(X) x QN,(X) n {(S, T) : M(S) + M(T) < oo}

is  continuous  with  respect  to  weak  convergence  in  Ek(S)xEl(X),  and  in

D0(G).

(2) Suppose i-Yj = k + l-l = n. If SeQNk(X) and TeQNt(X), define

F(S, T)(g) = ô[S n g#(T)] [4> n g- l * «O]

whenever SOg#(T) exists. Then

F | QNk(X) x QN,(X) n {(S, T) : M(S) + M(T) < oo}

is continuous with respect to weak convergence in Ek(X) x Et(X), and in D„(G).

Proof. We shall prove (1); the proof of (2) is similar. Consider fixed

S eQNk(X), TeQNi(X) and g e G such that S n g#(T) exists. Use p*(co) A q*(co)

to orient G x G. We first show that

(-iys c^g#(T)[4> r^g-1*^)]

=  (L(S) X L(T),f,gy(*[p*(*[n*(cp)Ap]) A *q*[n*(i/,) Ap]]),

where   s = m4-n4-Zn4- km 4- mn   and   q(a, b) = b,   (a,b)eG x G.   We   next

observe that [12, 3.6(3)] holds for quasi-normal currents, and apply this prop-

osition together with 3.5(1) to complete the proof.

To verify the formula, first apply 4.2(1) and (2) to show that

^ng-1#W]A^ (-lpk+l)*(*[n*(cp) A P] A*Le~1# [n#W) A P]).

Next observe that

p*(*i) = (-l)r*[p*(0 A **(«)]    for ieE\G),

where x = (m + n -Y fc) (m -Y n), hence

p*i**l<png-l*{1,y}Ap)

= (-lY*\j>*{*[n*{<p) A P]) A*P*L:1* [n*W)A p]],

where r = n(k -Y I + 1) + m. Furthermore, this form coincides on f~l(g) with
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i-l)'*[p*i*[n*ieP) Ap])A*q*[n*W) A p]],

and the formula follows from this.

5. The principal integralgeometric formula. Here a general formula which is

valid in any Riemannian homogeneous space is derived.

Let G be a connected group of isometries of an n dimensional Riemannian

manifold X which acts transitively on X. Let dim G = m + n, define n, f, I, Ix

as in §4, orient T0iX), and let G be provided with a left invariant metric such that

77m(7) = 1  and n#ig) is an orthogonal projection for geG.

5.1. Remark. It is easy to see that |det(adg#)| is independent of gelx for

xeX. Consequently, there exists a positive analytic function A^ on X such that

A„(x) = | det(ad g#) | for x e X, g e Ix.

5.2. Definition.   *F„ is the Haar measure on G having 77" as its n image.

5.3. Definition. If xeX, then fl^ is the unique Carathéodory measure on

Ix such that «$x is invariant under right translation by elements of 7 and

$*(/*) = 1 •

5.4. Remark.   If G is unimodular, *¥ = xYn is independent of choice of n.

5.5. Theorem. Suppose SeNkiX) and TeN,(X) with k+l = n, and F is

a bounded Baire function on Gx G. For each ix,y)eX x X, define

Six,y)=   f        Fia,b)\\*a-1#iS)A*b-1#if)\\io)d^>xxcpyia,b).
JI.Xly

Then

[   (   f   Fia,g-1a)dd>xad\Sng#CT)\\xd¥ng
Jg Jx Ji

=    Ï     Jix,y)Aniy)d\\s\\x\\T\\ix,y).
Jx + x

Proof.    In view of 4.8, we can clearly assume X to be oriented. The proof is

divided into three parts. Define co as in §4.

Part 1.    Let h be a bounded Baire function on G. Then

¡US)¡M =  jxjt hd®xd\\S\\x.

Proof. Clearly, we may assume spt S to lie in a coordinate neighborhood N,

with associated coordinate function ep : N x I -► G. If we denote the right member

of our conclusion by Xih), 5.3 implies that A = 0#(|S|| x |f||). On the other

hand, 3.5(5) implies that

LiSyib) = [transpose rt#(b)(S[îi(b)])] A 7(b) = ip#(S,0) A 7(b)

for ¡L(S)| almost all beG, hence by 3.3 and 3.1,

LiS) = cp#iS x I) = cp#iS,0) A 7A = LiS)~*X.
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Part 2.

í   f   ¡  F(a,g-1a)d<Pxad\\S ng#(T)\\xdH>ng
J G J X Jlx

=  2~ó || L(S) x L(T)A/#(<«) I (F),        à = \(k-Yl-n + m).

Proof.    We use 3.7 and Part 1 to infer that the left member is equal to

2~d J   |<L(S) x L(T),f,gy\\(F)dVng,

and apply [12, 3.6(5)] to complete the proof.

Part 3.

2 ~à\\ L(S) x LXT) A f*(of) || (F) -  I     J(x, y) An(y) d || S || x fl T\\ (x, y).
JxXX

Proof.    L(S) x L(T) = (L(Sy,0) A (0,UJT) || L(S) || x || L(T) ||, hence

|| L(S) x L(T) Af*(of) I  =  || w I || US) || x || L(T) ||,

where w is the Baire k-Y I — n-Y m vectorfield defined, for || L(S) || x || L(T) ||

almost all (a,b)eG x G, in the same way as the vector w in the hypothesis of

4.2. Our assertion now follows from Part 1 and 4.2(3).

5.6. Definition. Suppose v, w to be fc, / vectorfields of unit mass, each de-

fined on some subset of X, such that if v(x) and v(y) exist, then there exists g e G

such that

g#(x)[v(x)] = ±v(y),

and similarly with respect to w. Choose gx, gy e G such that gx(o) = x, gy(o) = y.

Define

y(v, w) =  j   I * gji    (v) A * hg;J     (w) \\ (o) d<S>0h.

Clearly, y(v,w) depends on v and w only.

If v and w ate simple and ^4(x) is the fc dimensional subspace of TX(X) con-

taining v(x), and similarly for B(y), then for convenience we also denote y(v, w)

by y(A,B).

5.7. Corollary. Suppose that S and T have the same property as v and w

in 5.6.    Then, whenever C, D are Borel subsets of X,

f || S n *#(D fl [C n g(D)] dWng = y(s, T) || S || (C) f A„d || t|| .
Jg Jd

Proof. Follows from our theorem with F(a,b)= 1 if 7r(a)eC and n(b)eD,

and F(a, b) = 0 otherwise.
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5.8. Corollary. Let A,Bbe proper k, I dimensional submanifolds of class 1

of X such that G acts transitively on the sets TiA) and TiB) of tangent spaces

of A, and of B, respectively. Then, whenever C is a Bor el subset of A and D

is a Borel subset of B,

f Hk+l-[CngiD)]d¥ng = y[TiA),TiB)]HkiC) f AKdHl.
Jg Jd

Proof.    Follows from 5.7 and 4.4(4).

5.9. Remarks. If dim G = n(n 4-1)/2, then I acts on TJfX) as either the

orthogonal group or the special orthogonal group, and it follows from [9, 6.2]

that

y[TiA),TiB)]  = yin,k,l).

In 8.6 we indicate how this can be derived from 5.8.

5.8 can be proved directly by use of the coarea formula [11, 3.1] in place of

[12, 3.6(5)].
Clearly, we can have y[ TiA), TiB)] = 0. It is, however, possible that for some

r<n, the intersections A n giB) are almost always of dimension k + l — r>k+l — n,

hence one might expect that for a suitable metric on G,

( Hk+'-r[Cr.giD)]dHr+mg = ÔH\C)   [ AndHl,
Jg Jd

where 5 is a positive constant depending on A and B. This is discussed in §11.

5.10. Remark. If G is either compact, semisimple or nilpotent, then G is

unimodular (see [16]).

Suppose G is connected. If K is a connected, unimodular Lie subgroup of G

which is transitive on X, then G is unimodular [18, p. 69]. Suppose G is the

maximal connected isometry group of X and for xeX, G n {g:gix) = x} acts

irreducibly on TV(X). It is proved in [22, p. 54] that if G is not compact, then X

is Riemannian symmetric and either G is semisimple or X = R".

On the other hand, there is an example in [25] of a bounded domain D in

C5 which admits a transitive connected Lie group G of complex analytic homeo-

morphisms but which is not symmetric. By a theorem of Hano [15, p. 886],

G is not unimodular. The Bergman metric on D is invariant under the action of G.

5.11. Example. Let C denote the complex numbers, C* =C — {0},

R+ = R n {x:x > 0}, and G0 = C* x C. We shall regard G0 as a subgroup of

the affine group of C,

(a, b) (z) = az + b   for (a, b) e G0, z e C.

G0 is not unimodular; in fact, if (a,b)eG0,

|det[ad(a,b)#]| = |a|2.
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G0 acts transitively and effectively on X0 = R+ x C in such a way that

(a,b)ix,z) = i\a\x, (a,b)(z))       for (x,z)eX0.

Let I = Gor\{g:gil,0) = il,0)}. I = C n{a: \a\ = 1} x {0}, and the Euclidean

metric on T(1>0)LY0) is invariant under the action of 7; extend this by the action

of G0 to a metric on X0.

An example which is more interesting from the standpoint of our theorems

is the space X = X0 x X0 with the group of isometries G = G0 x G0, where

(u, v) ix, y) = (u(x), viy)) for (u, v) e G, (x, y) e X.

5.12. Definition. A subset A of a Riemannian manifold Y of class 1 is k

rectifiable if and only if 0 < k < n and there exists a Lipschitzian function on

Rk to Y which maps some bounded subset of Rk onto A.

5.13. Definition. A subset A of a Riemannian manifold Y of class 1 is Haus-

dorffk rectifiable if and only if

H\A) < oo

and there exist k rectifiable subsets B0,By,-- of Y such that

H*(a -   IJ Bt\ = 0.

5.14. Remark. Since any bounded Lk measurable subset B of Rk can be

regarded as being a rectifiable fc current, to each Hk measurable Hausdorff k

rectifiable subset A of X there corresponds a locally rectifiable k current T such

that

¡T|| = HknA.

By [13, 8.16], for 77* almost all xeA the k vector f(x) is simple^let TxiA)

denote the k dimensional linear subspace of TXCX) which contains T(x). Using

[13, 8.16], one easily sees that TxiA) depends only on A and xeA.

5.15. Theorem. Let A be an Hk measurable subset of X and B be an

Hl measurable subset of X such that A is Hausdorff k rectifiable and B is I recti-

fiable, k+ l = n. Further, suppose that G acts transitively on TiA) and on TiB).

Then

( Hk+l-"[Ar,giB)]dVng = y[TiA),TiB)]HkiA) f   AJH1.
JG JB

Proof. Using 5.14 and [13, 8.16], we choose sets A0,Ay,B0,By such that

A = A0UAy, B = B0UB1, HkiA0) = HliB0) = 0,Ay is Hk measurable, Bi is

Hl measurable, A y is contained in the union of countably many proper fc-sub-

manifolds of class 1, and By is contained in the union of countably many proper

Z-submanifolds of class 1.
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For Ax,By the assertion follows from 5.8; to complete the proof, we show

that for x¥n almost all geG,

Hk+'-"([Aong(B)]v[Ay ng(B0)]) = 0.

Applying [9, 3.2] to /and using [9,4.1], we infer the existence of numbers c0,c¡, c2

such that

1 k + l-nHk+'-n([A0ng(B)] KJ[Ay ng(B0)])dVng
G

g Co j*Hk+l-"+m[(n-1(A0)nLg[7t-1(B)])

U (n-\Ay)nLg[%-\Bo)])]d^Kg

á Ci/í*+' + 2m[7t-1(^0) x n-\B)ijn-\Ay) x tT1 (B0)]

rg  c2(Hk+m[n-\Ao)]Hl+m[n-\B)]

-Y H^TZ-^y^H'+^K-^Bo)]) = 0.

6. The integral geometry of oriented "domains of integration". In this section

an integralgeometric formula concerning the action of currents on forms is

established for spaces having constant curvature.

Let X be a connected Riemannian homogeneous space whose group of iso-

metries G has dimension n(n + l)/2. Suppose G to be connected.

6.1. Definition. If fc, / are nonnegative integers such that k = n,l f¿n,k -Y l = n,

then

T2(n,k,l)=   f     leiA-Ae^AR^A-A^,)!2^*.
Jso„

In 9 we show that T2(n,k,l) = y2(n,k,l).

6.2. Theorem. Suppose r-Ys^n, v0e Ar(R"), ve Ar(R"), »o£ A.(f)>

we AÂRn)> and

N(v, v0, w, w0) =|      [»o A R(w0)j • 0 A R(w)]dQ>„R.
J so,,

(1) If r ,¿ n/2 or s # n/2, then

N(v,v0,w,Wo) = T2(n,n-r,n-s)(v0-v)(w0-w).

(2) If r = s = n¡2, then

N(v, v0, w, w0) = T2(n, n-r,n-s) [(v0 ■ v) (w0 • w) + (*v0 ■ v) (*w0 ■ w)].

Proof. We identify the elements of SO,, with their matrix representations.

For each pair of positive integers a. < ß ^ n, Iaß is the linear transformation of

R" carrying e¡ to e¡ for i ¥= a, i # ß, and carrying ea to — ea, eß to — eß. I„ is the

linear transformation of Rn carrying e, to e¡ for i < n and e„ to — e„.
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We divide the proof into two steps; the assertions are easy consequences

of Step 2.

Step 1. Suppose/ to be such a continuous real valued function on SO„ that,

for some pair of distinct positive integers a S n, ß S n, /(P) is independent of

the /3th column of R for R e SO„ and is linear and homogeneous in the elements

of either the ath column of R or the /?th row of R. Then

f   fd®n=0.
Jso„

Proof.   In the first case, if a < ß,

jfd<S>„ = j fiRI^dW =   -jfd<bn.

In the second case, choose a left and right invariant metric on 0„ for which

HmiSO„) = 1, m = nin-1)/2. Since ad7„(SO„) = SO„,

f    fd<b„=   f    fdHm=  f    foadiIß„I,)dHm= -   f    fd<bn.
J so„ J so„ Jso„ Jso^

Step 2. Suppose v0 = eai A — A eXr ¥= 0, v = eßi A ••■ A eßr ¥= 0, w0 = el¡l

A ••• Ae„5#0,  and w = evi A ••• A eVj #0. If v0 ■ v = 0, then

(1) r # n/2 or s # n/2 implies that JV(u, v0, w, w0) = 0,

(2) r = s = n/2 implies that JV(r, v0, w, w0) = 0 unless v0= ±*v and w0 = + *w.

Proof.    For the proof of (1), choose v so that ßv ^ oe¡ for i = l,2,---,r. For

R e SO„, [v0 A B(wo)] ' [v A R(w)] is the sum of terms of the form

(*) [f0 ■ V A R(W)] [v" A P(w") • P(w0)]

where v', v", w', w" are standard basis multi-vectors, v = v' A v", w = w' A w",

and v" = es¡ A ■•• Aegp with p > 0and, for some p, oß = ßv. Furthermore, (*) is

the sum of terms of the form

iv'0-v')[v'¿-Riw')][v"-Riw'0)]iw"-w'0)

where v'0, v'¿, w'0, w'¿ are standard basis multi-vectors and v0 = v'0Avô,

Wo = w'o Aw'ó-   It therefore suffices to show that

Í     [Riv'o)-w'][Riv")-wo]dd>„R = 0.
J so„

But degv" + degv'¿ < n, hence [Riv'¿)-w'][Riv")■ w'0] does not involve some

column of R and is linear and homogeneous in the elements of the ¿yh column

of R, and Step 1 can be applied.

To prove (2), observe that if v0 # +*v, the first part of Step 1 implies that

Niv, v0, w, w0) = 0. Furthermore, if w0 # + * w, then there exists a such that

[ * vA Riw)0]-[v AF»(w)] is independent of the elements of the ath column of

R, and thus Niv, *v, w, w0) = 0 by the second part of Step 1.
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6.3. Remark. G is unimodular; an elementary proof of this fact can be given

with little difficulty. Let *? be the Haar measure on G characterized in 5.4.

6.4. Theorem. Suppose X is oriented, SeNk(X) and TeN¡(X), k + l'Stn.

Then, for each bounded Baire k form cj) on X and each bounded Baire I form

i¡/ on X,

j Sng#(T)[c¡>ng~lß(^)]d^g

(T2(n, k, ï) S(4>) T(\¡i),    k>n/2 ot l> n/2,

(T2(n, k, ï) [S(c¡>) T(\p) -Y S(* cp) T(* i//)],   k = l = n/2.

Proof.   Fix cp and i//, and for each (x, y) e X x X such that | S(x) || = || f(y)|| = 1

define

r [4>S(x)] [0(y)], k > n/2 or / > n/2.

\[<pS{xy] [i/,T(y)] + [* c/>S(x)] [* n(y)] ,k=l = n/2.

Fix o e X and define n : G -* X by n(g) = g(o). If (a, b) e G x G is such that

I S n a& -1#(T) [n(a)] fl = 1, define

F(a,b) = [cpnba-^^mSnab-'AhlMa)];

otherwise, set F(a,b) = 0. F is a bounded Baire function and we can apply 5.5

to F.

To evaluate J, consider a fixed (x,y)eX x X such that || S(x) | = || T(y) || = 1,

and choose helx, h'ely. We have

J(x,y)=    f       [a#(*ch)Ab#(*il,)][a-iA*s)Ab-\(*T)](o)d<J>xxcj>y(a,b)
JlxXly

- J [h#(*cP)Ag*h'#(*i¡,)][h-1#(*S)Ag-1#h"1Á*f)](o)d<l>og;

consequently, 6.2 implies that J(x,y) = T2(n,k,T)P(x,y). Therefore, application

of 5.5 yields

Í  SO?#(T)[^nr'*(«]d,I'g = T2(n,fc,0 f     Pd||S|| x fl T||,
Jo Jxxx

which completes the proof.

6.5. Remark. If X is not orientable, then it is well known that n is even and

X is isometric to the n dimensional real projective space P„. See, for instance,

[17, p. 308]. If a is a covering map of the oriented unit n-sphere S„ onto P„ and

L':E^(P„)n{T:M(T)< oo} -^E^(S„) is the associated lifting map, then

/,
L'(S)ng#[L'(T)][cr*(cl>)ng-i#a*(xl/)]cP¥g = ^T2(n,kl)S(ch)T(il,).

G
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6.6. Theorem.   If SeNkCX) and TeN,CX), k + l^n, then

Y\n,k,l)MiS)MCT) S    \ M[S ^g#CT)]dWg

S yin,k,l)MiS)MCT);

the second inequality is strict unless S and T are simple.

Proof. By 5.7, we only need show that if ve At(Ä")= we AiiR") and

I v I = I w I = 1, then

Y2in,k,l) S yiv,w) S y(n,k,l),

the second inequality being strict unless v and w are simple.

The first inequality follows from 5.6 and 6.2. To verify the second, use [13, 2.2]

to obtain finite sets V, W of simple k, I vectors such that

v =    I a, 1=  I   |a?|

and
w =   I ß, 1= S   |«|.

ß eW ß eW

Then by 5.9,

y(v,w)S        S f     \\aAg(ß)\\dO„g
(,a,ß)eV*W     JsO„

= yin,k,l)      I     |a||ß|=y(B,fc,Z).
(ai.ß) eV*W

Finally, note that the inequality is strict unless v and w are simple.

7. The Cauchy-Crofton formulas. The formula derived by Chern in [4] is

generalized to currents. A formula is obtained for the oriented case also. The

proofs were suggested by the proof of [11, 6.13].

Let G and X be as in 5. Suppose if to be a set of closed, oriented / dimen-

sional submanifolds of X such that G acts transitively on <?, the action

preserving the orientation of the elements of ef, and such that if E e ê,

then G n {g:g#iE) = E} is transitive on E. Also assume ef to have a G invariant

Haar measure.

Fix Ye ef, define K = GC\ {g:g#iY) = Y}, and choosing oeY, define n: G -> X

by nig) = gio). Let 7 = n~ 1io). There exists a left invariant metric on G such that

Hmil) = 1 and

n#ia)\TaiG),       tt#(z)| T¿K)

are orthogonal projections whenever ae'G, zeK. Let dimK = I + X.

Letting gKeG/K correspond to g(Y) = nigK), we can identify ef with G/K.

By ;[27, 9] there exists [a Haar measure i> on S such that for each Borel set

s:cG,
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f Hl+x(SriE)d®E = Hx(Knl)Hm+"(S).
Je

It follows from 4.9 that if X is oriented and SeNk(X), k-Y l = n, then

S r>EelNk+1_„(X) for <£ almost all EeS.

7.1. Theorem. Suppose SeNk(X), k-Y / ^ n, to be such that whenever S(x)

and S(y) exist, there exists geG such that g#(x)[S(x)]= ±S(y). Then, for

each Borel subset B of X,

Je
Sr<E\\(B)d<t>E = y(S, Y)||S||(B).

Proof.   If geG, define f(g) = det(adg#). The proof is divided into three parts.

Part 1.    Let U be a compact neighborhood of o,

A = 7[7r"1(i/)u[^-1(C/)]"1]7

and, for t > 1,

At = An{g:r1^f(g)^t}.
Then

A, = Tt-l[n(A,)] = A;1   and   lim H m+"(Atyl f /d77m+" = 1.
í->i+ Ja,

Proof. This is proved by means of a straightforward application of the coarea

formula [11, 3.1] to/.

Part 2. Let A be a compact subset of K such that A~x = A and

A = n-l[n(A)]nK. Then

T7'+*04)    f || S n £ || (B)d1>E = y(S, Y)  f fdHl+x || S || (B).
J s Ja

Proof. Let n and Ç denote the characteristic functions of n(A) and of B,

respectively. By [11, 3.1] and 5.1,

[fdHl+k = H\K CM)    í nÁJH1.

Applying 5.7 and recalling 5.2, we have

y(S,Y)\\s\\(B) jjdHl+x

= Hx(Knl) jGjxttn o g~')d fl S ng#(Y) I dHm+ng

=   JGK{JFJx «f ° S~l)d I S nn(F) || dHl+xg\ d<DP.
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since g#iY) = n(F) for ge F. In order to compute the expression ./(F) in braces,

we use 4.4(4) to find F = gF(K) such that S nnFeJVH,.„(I), and let

p= \\gf#  (S) n YI. The left invariance of the metric on G implies that

•?iF) =     f    f (C o gF)(n o z-^dpdH'^z
Jk Jx

=        C°gFix)    noz~l(x)dHl+xzdpx.
J x Jk

Consider a fixed xeY, x = z0io), where z0eK. For zeK, noz~1z0(o) = 1

if and only if z e z0A ; consequently,

ii
noz-1ix)dHl+Áz = H1+\z0A) = H,+\A),

IK

hence

J(F) = H,+\A)\\SngF#iY)\\iB),

and the remainder of the proof follows easily from this.

Part 3.    ¡t I S n E | (B)<7<M = y(S, T) | S || (B).
Proof. Use [27, 9] and Part 1 with G replaced by K and X replaced by Y to

obtain compact subsets A, of K such that -4,-1 = A,, At = 7t_1[7rL4t)] niC,

and

lim   H^XA,)-1 \ fdHl+À= 1.
r-»l+ Ja,

Now apply Part 2 with .4 = At, divide by 771+A(^r), and let i-»l+.

7.2. Remark. For the following theorem, we need make no assumption

concerning the orientability of the elements of S.

7.3. Theorem. Let A be an Hk measurable subset of X, k+l = n, such

that A is Hausdorff k rectifiable. Further, suppose that G acts transitively on

TiA). Then

Hk+,-niAnE)dciE = y[TiA), TiY)]H\A).
J g

Proof. Using 5.15 instead of 5.7, one proceeds in the same manner as in the

proof of 7.1.

7.4. Definition. If TeE.LY) and MCT) <_oo, then \pT is the Baire / form

characterized by the following conditions : \pTT = 1, ipTv = 0 if v is an / vector-

field such that v • T = 0,  and tpT(x) = 0 if T(x) is not defined.

7.5. Theorem. Suppose X is oriented and dim G = n(n + l)/2. If SeNk(X),

k+l—^n, then, for each bounded Baire k form ep,

Í SnE(cpnipE)d<J>E = Y2(n,k,l)S(eP).
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Proof.   The proof is analogous to the proof of 7.1. Choose A and n as in the

proof of 7.1, Part 2. Applying 6.4 with T= Y and i// = ni//Y, we have

T2(n,k,T)S(cp)Hl+x(A)

= Hx(inK) JcSng#(Y)[</»ng-1#(#F)]d7im+ng

=    f      f snit(f)[^nÄ"1'(#i)]</fl,+^F.
Jgik JfIG/K

Use 4.4(4) to find F = gF(K) such that S rm(F)eNk+l-„(X), and define

V- =  \gr-\(S)C\Y\,

f = i/(«^y[?f"I*(S)ny]^ogf-1.

We proceed in the same way as in the proof of 7.1, Part 2 to show that the inner

integral is equal to

f   f (CogJtioz-^dpdH'+'z
Jk Jx

= Hl+X(A)S ngF#(Y)[ch n^-^Or)]

= Hl+x(A)Sn7i(F)(cprMl,KiF)),

which completes the proof.

7.6. Remark.   If X = P„, a and If are as in 6.5, and S is the set of isometric

embeddings of S, in S„, with O defined relative to S„, then

Je
L'(S) n £[o-#(<£) n i/iE] dO£ = r2(n, fc, 0 S(4>).

1.1. Remarks. It follows from 4.4(2) that if S is quasi-normal (see 4.9), then

7.1 and 7.5 are true for S.

The following theorem becomes, for fc = n, X = R ", and S the set of oriented

lines in R", the theorem proved independently by Krickeberg [19, Theorem

5.5, p. 120] and Fédérer [10].

7.8. Theorem. Suppose X is oriented and dim G = n(n + l)/2. Let S be a

quasi-normal fc current in X, k-Y l> n. Then SeNk(X) if and only if

I.M[5(Sn£)]dO£<oo.
e

Proof.   If cpeEk~1(X), we infer from 7.5, 4.10(2), the definition of O and

4.6(1) that
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[ diSnE)i<pnipE)dcJ>E = Y2(n,k-l,l)dS(ep),

and the sufficiency of our condition follows from this.

Necessity follows from 7.1.

8. Evaluation of y(v, w) for the complex case. Let X be an n dimensional complex

Riemannian manifold such that there exists a group 77 of holomorphic isometries

of X which is transitive on X. Suppose also that for xeX,

{h#(x):heH and h(x) = x}

is the unitary group of TX(X). We evaluate y(A,B) for ,4,B which have as values

complex subspaces of the tangent spaces of X. We need only consider the case

where  X  is  the  n  dimensional  complex  projective  space  CP".

8.1. Definitions. C"is the n dimensional complex vector space of all n-tuples

(zV»»,z") of complex numbers. Chas the standard Hermitian metric h0 de-

fined by

n

hoiv>w) =   2Z vJw].

CP" is the n dimensional complex projective space with homogeneous co-

ordinates [z1,—,zn+1].

V„ is the unitary group of linear transformations h of C for which

h#ihQ) = h0.

8.2. Remark. One introduces coordinates and a Riemannian metric in

C by means of the map c:R2"-+C for which

c(x1,v1,",x',,yB) = (x14-»y,-,xn + iv").

ä0(i;,w) = c_1(t;) • c-1(w), and if F:C->C is a differentiable map for which

F*ih0) = h0, then F is an isometry.

CP" is a compact, complex manifold ; the complex structure on CP" is obtained

by requiring the map o':C+1 ^>CP", o'iz) = [z], to be holomorphic. Sy acts

freely on S2„+ y = Cn+ x n {z: | z | = 1} as a group of isometries by means of the

map S2n+l x S y -*S2n+1 defined by iz,X)-+Xz. <T = o-'|S2n+i is a principal

fibration of S2n+1 over CP" with structure group Sy.

There therefore exists a Riemannian metric on CP" such that rr#(z) is an ortho-

gonal projection for z e S2n+1. Furthermore, the action of V„ on S2n+1 commutes

with the action of Sy and, consequently, if Z„ = Vn+l n{Ae:AeSi}, tnen

Gn   =   Un+1/Z„

acts transitively on CP" as a group of holomorphic isometries.

8.3. Lemma.   H2miCPß) = n~ \n + 1) a(2n 4- 2).
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Proof. If xeCP", then er_1(x) is isometric with S,. The formula follows

from application of the coarea formula [11, 3.1] to a.

8.4. Theorem.   If xeCP", then

{h#(x):heGn and h(x) = x}

is the unitary group of TX(CP").

Proof. Let n:U„+y-*S2n + y be the projection defined by n(h) = h[c(e2n+2)],

and let t = aon. We can assume that x = z(e). j: C"-*C+l is the isometry

defined by j(z) = (z,0). j induces a monomorphic embedding j# of the direct

product U„ x S y into   Un+1 such that

j0(h,X)(J{z),w) = (j[h(z)],Xw)

for (h,X)elfnx Sy, zeC, weC. It is clear that T-1[r(e)] = image./*, and that

JÁPn x {1}]/Z„ nj*[Un x {1}] = imagejJZn

acts on  TX(CP") as the unitary group.

8.5. Theorem. Suppose xeCP" and P,Q are respectively fc, I (complex)

dimensional complex subspaces of TX(CP"), k-Yl = n. Then

y(P,Q) = yc(2n,2k,2l).

Proof. We may assume that 0<fc<n, 0</<n, x = [0,-",0,1], and

P= TX(A) and Q = TX(B), where

A = CPHn{[z]:zJ' = 0, j = l,--,n-k} and

B = CP"n{[z]:zJ' = 0, j = n-fc4-l,-",2n-fc-/}.

A C\B =  CP"n{[z]:zJ' = 0, j = l,..-,2n-fc-/},

and it is easy to see that A, B, AC\B are isometric embeddings of CP11, CPl,

cpk+i-n in CpBj and that for g<=Gn,

Ang(B) = g'(AnB)

for some g'eG„. Recalling 5.2, we apply 5.8 and 8.3 to obtain

y(P,Q) = H2k(CPky1H2l(CP,ylH2<k+l-n)(CPk+l-n)H2"(CP") = yc(2n,2k,2l).

8.6. Remark. We can readily evaluate the constant y(n, fc, Z) by using Sn and

isometric embeddings of Sk and S, in S„, and proceeding as in the proof of 8.5.

9.   Evaluation of T2(n, fc, /).

9.1. Definitions. Withzeic" one associates the translation T2:R"-»jR",

Tz(x) = z+xfor xeR".
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With ge SO" and we Tí"-'" one associates the oriented m dimensional plane

-Cte.vv) = g#(R„n{x:x' = w' for i = l,-,n-m}),

where X™(e, w) has e„_m + 1 A ■•• A e„ as a positively oriented tangent m vector-

field.

G„ is the group of orientation preserving isometries of R". Under the map

which associates with (z,g)e7T x SOn the isometry Tz o g of R", the image of

L„ x 3>„ is the Haar measure *P characterized in 5.2 and 5.4.

Under the map 2„m, the image of the measure <J>„ x L„_m is a G„ invariant

measure for the space <fm of oriented m dimensional planes in Tí".

9.2. Remark. Identify G„ with Tí" x SO„ and define the projection n:G„-+ R",

n(z, h) = z. Let Y = Xmn(e, 0) and K = G„ n {(x, g) : x e Y, g#( Y) = Y}.

By evaluating for S = 7i"n{z:|z| < 1} x SOn the formula in §7 which char-

acterizes the measure <P on êm, we see that <£ is equal to the X" image of 3>„ x L„_m.

9.3. Theorem.   T2(n, fc, I) = y2(n, fc, /).

Proof.   The proof is divided into three steps; the formula follows upon com-

parison of Step 3 with 7.5. Let A = A*(e,0) n {z: | z | < 1}.

Step 1.

T2(«,fc,n-fc)= ^) \

Proof.   Let A be the set of increasing functions

A:{l,...,fc}-{l,...,n}

and X0 be the inclusion. If Xe A, then j¿:Rk-> R" is the linear map for which

Ji(ei) = em' '! ~ 1' '■"' k, and p^is the orthogonal projection which is the transpose

of jk. For each X e A, we have

T2(«,fc,n - fc) = (det PjogojJ2dd>„g.
Jso„

On the other hand, if "J" denotes "Jacobian", then

1 = [Jigo JJT =  S   (det pxogojj2.

Step 2.  If J'JífTí'1 < oo, then

í f f\fAAg-i#(dxk+1A-Adxn)\dH°dcl>nxLk(g,w)
JsO„xRk  jAnXZ'k(g.v)

Proof.    Keeping 9.1, 9.2 and 4.4(4) (ii) in mind, one applies 7.5 with cp =fi//A.
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Step 3.   If 0 < m < k and ep = dxk~m+1 A — A dx", then

f A n X"n-k+mig, w)[iPA n g-l*(«/>)] dcp„ x Lk_mig, w)

-r"m){\)"**
Proof. The method of proof is exactly the same as for the proof of [8,8] ;

one uses Step 2 in place of [8,5].

10. A generalization of the coarea formula. Federer's coarea formula

[11, 3.1] is generalized to give nontrivial results for maps/: X-* Y such that

rank f# (x) < dim Y for xeX.

10.1. Lemma. Suppose p,q,r,s are nonnegative integers, p > 0, q > 0,

r S n, 0 < s S nand Sp/q is the linear transformation of R" such that

s p/iied  = e¡,     i = l,-,r,
and

Sp/qied  = pq~le¡,     i = r+l,---,n.

If Aezz R", then

22spr-sq"-rHs[Splq(A)]   = 2sn-s/2Hs(A)

= n-y-nq°-'H°[Sp/q(A)].

Proof.   If a > Oand A <= R", define cx(A) to be the infimum of the sums

I(edge/)s,      feF,

corresponding to all countable coverings F of A by cubes of the form

(•) rn{jt:|x,-a,|áA¿ = l,-,»}

for ß < a, a e R". Define <7a(.4) to be the infimum of the sums

I(diameter/)s,    feF,

corresponding to all countable coverings F of A such that diameter / < a for

feF. It is easy to see that

(**) 2sdx/2(A) = cx(A) = n-°l2dmin(A).

Now fix a > 0, A ezz R" and consider a countable covering F of A by cubes of

the form (*). Observing that each Sp(f),feF, is the union of p"~r translates of/,

we conclude that

ca(A)^p'-"cx[Sp(A)].
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Furthermore, let S, Sp be the linear transformations of Tí" for which S(x) = p _1x

and

Sp(e¡) = pe¡,i = l,---,r,

and

Sp(e¡) = e„ i = r+l,-,n.

Since S"1 =S"oS, it follows that

p-sep,[SpL4)] = Cl[SoSp(A)] = p~r c.iA).

Similarly, we have

ca[Sp/q(A)] = q'-"ca[Sp(A)-]

and

q-scq„[Sp(A)] = q-rca[Sp/q(A)l

It follows that

qn'Y~scP9Aßplq(A)] = cqa(A) = p'-nqs'rclSplq(A)],

and from this we obtain the conclusion by applying (**), letting <x-+0* and

referring to 2.8.

10.2. Definition. If X and Y are Riemannian manifolds of class 1, /: X -» Y,

/ is differentiable at x and r is a positive integer, then

JJ(x) = sup{f#(x)(v):veArlTx(X)l |»| = !}•

10.3. Theorem. 7/X and Yare separable Riemannian manifolds of class 1

wiirt dim X = m, f: X -+ Yis a Lipschitzian map, and

r = sup{rank/#(x): xeX},

then

I  JrfdHm =£ Hn-'[Arsf-\y)]dH'y

whenever A is an Hm measurable subset of X, and consequently

f   gJrfdHm = f    Í        gdHm-'dHry
Jx Jy Jf-'(y)

whenever g is an 77"' integrable function on X(2).

Proof. The proof is a modification of the proof of [11, 3.1]. Assume that

r < k = dim Y. Referring to the proof of Part 7 of [11,3.1], we see that we can

assume/ to be continuously differentiable.

(2) In research to be announced in Bull. Amer. Math. Soc, H. Fédérer has shown that

Yn {y :Hm~r[f~1(y)]>0} is Hausdorff r rectifiable.
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Define

B = {x: rank/#(x) = r}.

Since B is open, /(B) is the union of countably many proper r-submanifolds of

class 1 of Y, hence we can apply [11, 3.1] to obtain the formulas for/|ß. To

complete the proof, it suffices to show that

(*) Jy Hm-r[f-\y) n (X - B)] dH'y = 0.

Suppose M to be a Lipschitz constant for / and if AezzX, define

VAÍy) = Hm-'[Ar,f-liy)]   for ye Y.

Let p be the measure on X such that

piA) = j    vAdHr   for AezzX,

where "|*" means "upper integral". For a eX, let

Kia,p) = X n {x : distance (x, a) < p}

whenever p > 0, and let

p'ia)=   lim   p[Kia,p)]/Hm[Kia,p)].
p-»0 +

The remainder of the argument is divided into four parts; (*) follows from Parts 3

and 4.

Part 1.   If AezzX, then

PÍA) S Mra(m)_1a(r)a(m - r)H%4)

and

Yn{y:vAiy)>0}

is the union of countably many sets of finite H" measure.

Proof.   The first statement follows from the second and [9, 3.2]. Suppose

H%4) < oo. Let c = Mra(m)-Ia(r)a(m - r) and

Cs=Yr.{y:vAiy)>s} for s ^ 0.

If C0 is not the union of countably many sets of finite Hr measure, there exists

s > 0 such that H\CS) = oo. [1] asserts the existence of D c Cs such that

s"1cHm(^)<77r(D)< oo and we infer from [9,3.2] that

cHmÍA) < f   vAdHr S cHmÍA).
Jd

Part 2.   If A is an 77m measurable subset of X, then vA is an 77r measurable

function.

Proof.   The proof of Part 2 of [11, 3.1] extends easily to the present situation.
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Part 3.    If A is an 77m measurable subset of X, then

PÍA) = j   Hm~'[A r,f-\yy]dH'y =j   p'dHm.

Proof.    The proof of Part 3 of [11, 3.1] extends easily to the present situation.

Parr 4.   If a e X = Rm, Y= Rk and JJia) = 0, then p\a) = 0.

Proof. Let j be a positive integer. Since rank f# (a) < r, there exists an ortho-

gonal projection q: Rk-+ Rk~r+1 such that ço/#(a) = 0. The continuity of f#

at a implies the existence of a convex neighborhood V of a such that

\qoUix)\Sj~lM   for xeV,

whence

|go/(x)-ao/(z)|á/-'M|x-z|    for x,zeV.

Furthermore, since p is invariant under rotations of Rk, one may assume that

qíe) = e¡   for i = l,---,k — r + 1.

It follows that if S is the endomorphism of Rk such that

Síy) = ÍJyí,-,jyk-'+1,yk-'+2,-,yk)

for yeRk, then

| S o fix) - S o/(z) | *g 2M|x - z |    for x, z e V.

Furthermore, application of 10.1 to S yields

H\C) Sj~ l2'krl2Hr[SiC)]   for C c Rk.

Applying Part 3 to /and S of and Part 1 to S of, one concludes that if A is an

77m measurable subset of V, then

PÍA)  =  f   Hm-'[Ar,iSof)-1[Siy)]]dH'y
J R*

S j~l2'k"2 f   Hm-"[A n (S of)'1 (w)] dH'w
J R"

S j~122rM'fcr/2a(m)"1a(r)a(m - r)/7%4).

11. Sets having high dimensional intersections. The situation hypothesized in

5.9 is discussed, and in certain spaces a more general version of the integralgeo-

metric formula derived in 5.8 is obtained.

The notation used in §5 will be readopted. In addition, suppose there exist

closed subgroups J, K of G such that :

(a) 7 is the direct product of J and L= K C\I.

(b) Each g e G has a unique representation g = xp, xeK, peJ.
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(c) K is normal in G and has a bi-invariant metric such that n\K#(a) is an

orthogonal projection for aeK.

Note that one may have X = R" or X compact. Let dim L=j and O be the

Haar measure on J for which <¡>(J)HJ(L) = 1.

11.1. Theorem. Let A be an Hk measurable subset of X and B be an 77'

measurable subset of X such that A is Hausdorff k rectifiable and B is I recti-

fiable, and let   (see 5.14)

r = sup {dim( TX(A) -Y Tx[g(B)]) : geG, xein g(B)}.

Suppose also that G acts transitively on  T(A) and on  T(B).

There exists ß > 0 depending only upon T(A), T(B) such that

f   f H*+i-r[A n Tp(BY] dHr+JtdQ>p = ßHk(A)H'(B).
Jj J K

Furthermore, if r = k + I and each tangent space of X is oriented, then

ß = y[*T(A),*T(B)].

Proof. Define f:KxK->K by f(a,b) = ab~l. If 5 c K x K and

77*+,+2-'(S) = 0, one proceeds as in the proof of Part 1 of 10.3 to show that

ff*+,-'+'[Sn/-1te)]dJi'+'g = o.
/.

Using this in place of [9, 3.2] and proceeding as in the proof of 5.15, we see that

it is only necessary to prove the assertions for A c A0, B c B0, where A0, B0 are

proper fc, Z-submanifolds of class 1 of X.

If Sc X, let S' = 7r_,(S) nTC. Define f as follows: Let M, N be k,l dimen-

sional linear subspaces of T0(X). c;(M,N) = 0 if dim(M + N)=£r; otherwise,

choose simple unit vectors ve Ar-i(M)> we Ar-kW so that v, w lie in the

orthogonal complement of M n N and define

i(M,A7) = |pAw|.

If (x, y) e A x B, define for each peJ,

F„(x,y) =   f* Z[a-\(x)[Tx(A0)],b-1 p#(y)[Ty(Bo)]]dH2Xa,b).
Jto'x{i>0>)}'

The remainder of the argument is divided into two steps.

Step 1.    For each peJ,

HJ(L)    f Hk+,-'[Anzp(B)]dHr+iz=    f      FpdHk+l.
Jk JaxB

Proof. It is easy to see that dim K = n +j ■ Consider a fixed p e J and define

/: A'o x p(B0y -» K by f(a, b) = ab~1 . Application of 10.3 to / yields
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77'+/-r+;[/-1(j) riA' x p(By]dHr+jtL
f Jr+jfdH

J A'xpyB)'

k + l + Zj

=    f f Jr+JfdH2JdHk+l(x,y).
JAXB       J {x}'x{p(y)}'

Furthermore, the first integral is equal to

2>l2Hi(L)    f T7*+'-Tyl n zp(B)]dHr+Jt,       S = k -Y 1 - r + j,

because by 10.3, Hs almost all of/_1(t) is a <5-submanifold of class 1 for

Hr+J almost all xeK, and the projection p:f~l{t)-*K, p(a,t~1a) = a, has

Jacobian 2~s'2 at each manifold point of /-1(t). Finally, if (a,b)eA' x p(B)',

one uses 4.1 and the bi-invariance of the metric on K to show that

Jr+jf(a,b) = 2á/2í[a-1#(x)[rx(^0)],p-V#(}')[Ty(Bo)]],

x = a(o),       y = p~1b(o).

Step 2.    There exists ß > 0 depending only on  T(A), T(B) such that

Í   |      FpdHk+ldcl>p ='ßHJ(L)Hk(A)H'(B).
Jj   JaxB

If r = fc + /, then ß = y[* T(A), * T(B)].

Proof. There exist Me T0(X), N c T0(X) such that for 77t+' almost all

(x, y) e A x B, there exist gxeK, hyeK, pxeJ, ayeJ for which

TX(A0) = gxPx#(o)(M),        Ty(B0) = hyay#(o)(N).

Since K is normal in G and 7 is the direct product of J and L, we have for each

peJ,

F„(x,y) =    f     t[(gxu)-\(x)[Tx(Ao)],(phyp-lv)-lp#(y)[Ty(Bo)]]dH2i(u,v)
J LxL

=    77J(L) jj[M,XPx-1poyAo)(N)]dH)X.

It is clear that il is continuous on the product of the space of fc planes in T0(X)

with the space of I planes in T0(X). Furthermore, Step 1 implies that Fp is

77*+' measurable, hence for the function F defined on J x A x B by F(p,x,y) =

Fp(x,y) is í> x 77*+i measurable and we can apply the Fubini theorem to obtain
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TF'(L)-1    f   f      FpdHk+ld^p
Jj  JäxB

=    f f   f í[M,Xpx-xpay#io)ÍN)]dcPpdHJXdHk+lix,y)
Jaxb   Jl Jj

= H\A)H\B)   f     ^[M,Ap#(0)(AO]»i/i;x<I)(A,p).
•7Í.X.7

Finally, the integral

ei[M,XP#ío)ÍN)]dHjx<S>ÍX,P)
/.

is clearly positive; if r = k + l, then it is equal to y[* TÍA),* TÍB)], since Hj x O

is a Haar measure on I = Lx J.

11.2. Remark. Examination of the proof of Step 2 reveals that if K = G,

then for r = k + I it is not necessary to assume that n#ia) is an orthogonal pro-

jection for aeK. (This assumption is, of course, necessary for the formula for

ß to be valid.)

If k + I Sn, then the formula obtained by replacing r by k + I is true regard-

less of the value of r. However, ß = 0 unless r = k + I.

11.3. Remark. Suppose X = R" and «f,,G„ are as in 9.1. Let A be an Hk

measurable, Hausdorff k rectifiable subset of X, k + 1 S « -

Set Y=Xl„ie,0) and define Hg = Gnr\{(z,g): [z + g(Y)]nA is not empty}

for each g e SO,,. One uses [9,4.1] to show that Hg is Hausdorff k + I rectifiable.

Defining <r:G„-»SO„ x Rn~l by o-(z,g) = (g-,pog_1(z)), where p is the ortho-

gonal projection of R" on the orthogonal complement of Y, one easily sees that

<r#(n)| T,,iHg) is an orthogonal projection for Hk+l almost all heHg. Applica-

tion of Part 1 of 10.3 to a\ 770, where H0 c Hg and Hk+'iH0) = 0, shows that

10.3 can be applied to er\Hg to yield

f        H\S n X'„ig, w) x {g})dHkw = Hk + \S)
J R«-<

for each Borel subset S of Hg.

Using 11.1 instead of 5.15, one proceeds as in the proof of 7.3 to show that

f        Í       H°[A nXl„ig,w)]dHkwdcJ>„g = yin,n-k,n- 1)H\A).
Jso„ Jr--'

It follows from [7, 9.7] that this is the formula derived by Freilich in [14, 3.1].
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